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INTRODUCTION 

 

Here is the first published English language edition of an instruction text by 8
th
 Karmapa, Mikyo Dorje 

(1507-1554), the Direct Instructions on the Great Compassionate One 
1
 from the Tsembu lineage.  As I 

wrote about here
2
  the Tsembu lineage is one of the five main traditions of Avalokiteśvara in Tibet, and 

came from the deity Vajrayogini herself.

 

In 2017, the 17
th
 Karmapa, Orgyen Trinley Dorje gave an extensive oral teaching and transmission of the 

text, which can be viewed online here
3
. The published English summary of the teachings does not include 

several sections of the teaching (and some is not accurate either), so I have translated and transcribed it 

based on the original Tibetan text and oral translation by Karma David Chophel, including it as a 

commentary (for guidance and reference) after the 8
th
 Karmapa text.  In his commentary, The 17

th
 

Karmapa occasionally refers to a text by the 5
th
 Zharmapa, Konchog Yenlag (1525-1583), who was a 

student of the 8
th

 Karmapa, and a direct lineage holder of the Tsembu tradition
4
. I may translate this text 

in the near future. 

 

The Text 

The 8
th

 Karmapa, Mikyo Dorje‘s text describes how to perform the ritual of the great compassionate one, 

with a unique and powerful refuge and bodhicitta section, written by the 8
th
 Karmapa himself. With 

visualizations of Avalokiteśvara in four different colours and recitations of the name mantras of the 1
st
, 

2
nd

 and 8
th
 Karmapas, it is a precious and powerful practice for those with a strong feeling and connection 

to Avalokiteśvara and the Karmapas. Like a guru yoga combined with meditating on the deity and a of 

mahāmudrā perfection stage. For example, Tsembupa and HH 17
th

 Karmapa instruct us not to ‗accept and 

reject‘ deities by seeing them as separate in essence, in the same way, not to reject teachers we have 

connections with merely based on our personal preferences. We should try and see them all as the same as 

the guru to whom one is most devoted, and as Buddha in essence:  

 

It is important to have faith and pure perception for all our teachers. Being human, however, we 

will have preferences, so we place our favorite guru in the centre but do not think of this guru as a 

single entity. Rather we understand this lama to be the embodiment of all the lamas with whom 

we have a connection. They are in essence the same and the main guru contains all the others. 

This is the way we can have faith and devotion to them all. 

 

https://kagyuoffice.org/video/100-short-instructions-of-mikyo-dorje/
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The completion stage of the text is a vividly poetic instruction on mahāmudrā, predominantly that of 

Sūtra mahāmudrā as no empowerment is required to practice it. The 8
th
 Karmapa explains that: 

 

There are three focuses for mahāmudrā: practice first, in remaining undistracted like a warrior 

swirling his sword entering battle; in the middle, uncontrived observing like an elephant herder; 

and finally, freely sustaining at will, like a bird taking off and returning to a ship. 

 

In addition, the text gives brief instruction on four of the Six Yogas of a River Flow (chu bo rgyun gyi rnal 

‗byor), which relate to practices that should be done continually between meditation sessions: the yoga of 

eating, of clothing, of residing, and of sleep. Then there are the yogas for phowa (transference) and bardo.  

These are termed the Six Yogas of a River Flow. The 17
th
 Karmapa explained that the meaning of the term 

‗river flow‘ is that we need to practice them continually, like the current of a river flows continually. In 

the Mikyo Dorje text, all six of these yogas are not clearly present, and teach only of the yogas of 

residing, sleep plus transference and bardo. 

 

The text does not state when Mikyo Dorje composed it, but that it is from the Tsembu lineage, which he 

received from one of his main teachers, 1
st
 Sangye Nyenpa, Tashi Paljor (see below). The transcriber of 

the text, Yungja Dralwa (g.yung bya bral ba), says that Mikyo Dorje himself wrote the preliminaries, 

refuge and bodhicitta and so forth. The field of accumulations, main practice, and mahāmudrā, come from 

Thropu Gyatsa (khro phu brgya rtsa), the essence of which is based upon the mahasiddha Tsembupa‘s 

instructions.  

 

The Karma Kagyu lineage of the Tsembu tradition 

The lineage of Tsembupa, according to the text by 8
th
 Karmapa

5
, includes several great Jonang and 

Kālacakra masters from Kunpangpa onwards such as Jamsem Gyelwa Yeshe
6
, Yonten Gyamsto and 

Dolpopa.  The lineage according to 8
th
 Karmapa is:  

 

Avalokiteśvara, Vajrayogini, Mahasiddha Tsembupa, Chilhepa,  Tagte Dragmar (stag ste brag dmar 

ba)7, Lhatsun (lha btsun dgon gsar ba), Kunpangpa (1243-1313, kun spangs pa)8, Gyelwa Yeshe (1247-

1320, rgyal ba ye shes),  Khetsun Yonten Gyamtso (1260-1327, mkhas btsun yon tan rgya mtsho)9, Choje 

Kunkhyen Chenpo [Dolpopa]  (1292-1361, chos rje kun mkhyen chen po), Ngagwon Kunga Pel (1285-

1379, bsnyags dpon kun dga‘ dpal), Ngagwon Sonam Zangpo
10 (1341-1433, bsnyags dbon bsod nams 

bzang po), Kunkhyen Jampel Zangpo
11 (15th Century, kun mkhyen ‗jam dpal bzang po), Mahasiddha 

Tashi Paljor (1457-1525, grub chen bkra shis dpal ‗byor) [1st Sangye Nyenpa].  

 

https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Kunpang-Tukje-Tsondru/TBRC_P858
https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Jangsem-Gyelwa-Yeshe-/P1511
https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Khetsun-Yonten-Gyatso/2790
https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Dolpopa-Sherab-Gyeltsen/2670
https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Dolpopa-Sherab-Gyeltsen/2670
https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Dolpopa-Sherab-Gyeltsen/2670
https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Nyawon-Kunga-Pel/3673
https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Sonam-Zangpo/4164
https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Jampel-Zangpo/P467
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It was via Jampel Sangpo, who wrote the renowned mahāmudrā Lineage Prayer and was the teacher of 

the 7th Karmapa, Chodrak Gyatso, that the instructions entered the Karma Kamtsang lineage. The 

transmission then came to 8
th
 Karmapa, from one of his teachers 1

st
 Sangye Nyenpa (Tashi Paljor).  Prior 

to that, the lineage was predominantly that of  several renowned Jonang Kālacakra masters and is one of 

the Jonang‘s four main practices, and even considered to be one of the six vajra yogas of Kālacakra
12

. The  

17
th
 Karmapa explained that: 

 

There is a story that when Tsembu taught these pith instructions they asked him: ‗what is the lineage of 

these instructions?‘ When they asked him, Tsembu scolded them a bit. He said, you‘re only asking about 

the lineage because you want to teach it. So when you teach something, if you can say this is the lineage, it 

sounds good, doesn‘t it? Lama Tsembupa told them: ‗my Dharma is not Dharma for teachings, my Dharma 

is Dharma for practicing. This Dharma is what you need to practice.‘  

 

I have not been able to find a short sadhana of the practice within the Karma Kagyu texts available online, 

but there is one by Jamyang Khyentse Wangpo, which I will translate and publish soon. 

 

May this new published translation enable all beings to practice the great compassionate one and attain 

the fully awakened state, and may the lineage and activities of the Karmapas flourish and remain long! 

 

Adele Tomlin, October 2020. 
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Instructions on the Great Compassionate One 

from the Vajrayogini Tsembu Tradition 

by 8
th

 Karmapa, Mikyo Dorje 

 

Here are the guiding instructions by which the Siddha Tsembupa attained the state of the noble 

compassionate one. There are three parts: the preliminaries, the main practice and the conclusion.  

 

PRELIMINARIES 

1) Refuge 

 

At the crown of one‘s head, about a finger length in front, on a white, four-petalled lotus and 

three moon seats stacked on top of each other, is white Avalokiteśvara. In the middle, is red 

Avalokiteśvara and below that, blue Avalokiteśvara.  

 

In the heart of the lowest of the three, is a wind mandala, in the middle one‘s (heart), is a fire 

mandala, in the heart of the top one is a water mandala.  On top of each of those three 

respectively, is the essence of three rare supreme ones as a white bindu, a red bindu and a blue 

bindu. With intense longing and devotion to these: 

 

‗To the essence of the vajra mind of the three rare supreme ones, blue noble Avalokiteśvara, I go 

for refuge.‘ The wind mandala
13

 at the heart of blue Avalokiteśvara intensely whirls. 

 

‗To the essence of the vajra speech of the three rare supreme ones, red noble Avalokiteśvara, I go 

for refuge.‘ The fire mandala and red bindu at the heart of red Avalokiteśvara fiercely blaze. 

 

‗To the essence of the vajra form of the three rare supreme ones, white noble Avalokiteśvara, I 

go for refuge.‘ The water mandala and white bindu at the heart of white Avalokiteśvara 

forcefully churn. 

 

The three bindus, white, red and blue, merge into one, which then quiveringly dances in the heart 

of blue Avalokiteśvara. 
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Focusing on that one-pointedly, pray: ‗I supplicate noble Avalokiteśvara, the glorious, Karmapa, 

Mikyo Dorje.‘ Supplicate until you are almost unconscious [close to fainting]. When completely 

unconscious, think that the bindu at your crown‘s aperture arrives and descends down, and 

simultaneously suppress your breath forcefully. When the bindu arrives at your heart, meditate 

that it vividly becomes Avalokiteśvara, one face, four hands. Visualise that the three 

Avalokiteśvara‘s at your crown melt into amrita and flow down into your fontanelle, coming out 

of Avalokiteśvara‘s mouth of at your heart. Meditate on the experience of great bliss of 

primordial-awareness, and fervently supplicate. 

 

2) Generating Bodhicitta (Mind of Awakening) 

 

As before, supplicate the three Avalokiteśvara‘s above one‘s crown, with moon discs in each of 

their hearts. Visualize in the centre of the top moon seat the First Karmapa, Lord Dusum 

Khyenpa; in the centre of the middle moon seat, the Second Karmapa, Karma Pakshi, and in the 

centre of the lower one, Eighth Karmapa, Mikyo Dorje.   

 

1
st
 Karmapa, Dusum Khyenpa 
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2
nd

 Karmapa, Karma Pakshi 

 

From the mouth of Lord Dusum Khyenpa, for the benefit of all beings, he recites ‗Mani Padme‘. 

In turn, make the resolute commitment that: 

 

‗Until I too become like these Victors, may I never be separated from the perfect teacher and 

sacred Dharma, so that there is no way not to reach such a level.‘   

 

Then, recite ‗Mani Padme‘ as much as possible. For the second and third Karmapas, similarly 

visualize and recite the supplication.  Then, recite the name mantras of the great compassionate 

one and three Karmapas, and supplicate them intensely. Meditate that one‘s ordinary body, 

speech and mind becomes completely pure; externally, one becomes Avalokiteśvara and 

internally, Mikyo Dorje. 
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8
th
 Karmapa, Mikyo Dorje, with the great compassionate one (upper right) 

 

 

MAIN PRACTICE 

 

Generation Stage 

Now, if one wishes to enter the main practice. Primarily, bathe and arrange as many material 

offerings as you have and confess one‘s negativities and so forth.  Then, imagine a lotus pond,  

filled with water of the eight qualities, covered with multi-coloured flowers. At the centre is a 

lotus stalk with five spreading branches. Think that on the lotus petals of the central branch, atop 

a moon, is the noble one. Externally, he is Bhagavan Avalokiteśvara, internally, he is glorious 

Karmapa, Mikyo Dorje. Body is white, adorned with resplendent ornaments, costumes and 

emblems. Think that one could never get enough of seeing him.  

 

In the four directions, are four lotuses with moon seats. At the East, South, West and North are 

blue, golden, red, green mirrors, representing the essences of loving kindness, compassion, joy 

and equanimity [the four immeasurables]. Meditate that the form of the great compassionate one, 

which is natural emptiness, arises as a reflection in each mirror with its own colour. In the 

principal figure‘s heart is a four-petalled white lotus, at the centre of which is a white syllable 
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HRIH, the essence of non-dual primordial awareness. On the four petals are oṃ ah hūṃ hrih. 

letters arranged around the centre.  Generate the motivation, with a firm recollection of 

emptiness and longing embraced by the four immeasurables, recite these mantras as many times 

as you can.  

 

The syllable HRIH 

 

Mentally visualise that light radiates from these mantras, making offerings to the noble ones.  

Bringing incalculable benefits to all sentient beings. The light gathers back and dissolves into 

you entirely purifying, without any remainder, the accumulations of negativities. The ‗knowing‘ 

of a skilled meditator who meditates like this becomes Avalokiteśvara and Gyalwang Karmapa. 

From that, without any other thoughts altering that, strongly suppress the winds and remain in 

that unfabricated state. Finally, dedicate the roots of virtue to enlightenment. 

 

In terms of the main practice of generation and perfection stage, first, meditate that your heart is 

empty, which is enlightenment from emptiness. Meditate that in its centre are a lotus, sun, and 

moon, which is enlightenment from sun and moon seat. Meditate that in its centre there is a white 

HRIH, which is enlightenment from speech syllable-letter. Light radiates out from the HRIH 

purifying our misdeeds and obscurations accumulated since beginningless lifetimes, so that our 

body becomes a mass of white light, in the shape of a lotus. This is enlightenment through the 

mind mudra symbol
14

. 
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The lotus perfectly transforms into the Lord Great Compassionate One, white colour, one face 

and four arms. The first two hands are joined at his heart in prayer. In the lower, right hand he 

counts a mala, in the lower, left hand he holds a lotus.  He is adorned by various jewels and 

clothes with upper and lower silken robes.  Seated in the centre of a lotus and sun with legs in 

vajra posture. In the three places are the three syllables. In his heart, is a wisdom being the size 

of a thumb, in whose heart is the white syllable HRIH. Light radiates out from that and 

transforms the entire universe into a palace, and all its inhabitants into the great compassionate 

one. Meditating like this is enlightenment through the complete perfection of the body.  

 

The white letter HRIH in the wisdom being‘s heart radiates brilliant lights to the Potala 

Mountain (the pure land of Avalokiteśvara) and invites him primarily and also all the buddhas 

and bodhisattvas of the ten directions. They all come and dissolve into the samaya being, and the 

samaya being and the wisdom beings become inseparable. Again, light radiates out, inviting . the 

empowerment deities of the five families and their retinues, supplicate them. They bestow the 

empowerment and you receive the four empowerments.  Think that the water from the vases in 

their hands, fills your entire body and overflows crowning you with Buddha Amitabha. 

 

Again, from the HRIH in the heart of the wisdom being within us, lights radiate out, striking all 

living beings, turning them into Avalokitsehvara. All beings who have been transformed into 

Avalokiteśvara recite the ‗Mani Padme‘ in a loud symphony of sound.  Meditate on the principal 

deity as emptiness without any reference point.  Dedicate the roots of virtue to full awakening.   

 

Perfection Stage 

There are three focuses in mahāmudrā: practice in 1) remaining undistracted, like a sword-

swirling warrior entering battle; 2) expertise in uncontrived observing like an elephant caretaker; 

and 3) freely sustaining, like a bird taking off and returning to a ship. 

 

First, like an Indian sword-swirling warrior entering battle, who remains undistracted regardless 

of external objects, not deviating at all from a keenly aware mind that can think of anything. By 

doing so all thoughts will be completely severed. Rest in the nature of that without changing it at 

all and it will not get stuck on anything, like throwing soil into the sky. When it becomes serene 
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like that, this is what is meant by realization of one-pointedness in Lord Dagpo Gampopa‘s 

tradition. 

 

Second, just as a herdsmen tending elephants does not need to go here and there much, the mind 

itself, becomes like a fleece being sheared. First, it falls apart upon the object and then, anything 

capable of being mentally apprehended disappears. Next, turn inwards, like a dog returning with 

flesh dangling in its mouth, mentally exhausted after hounding after deer, simply rest without 

adjusting anything or having any wish. Prolonging this state brings an experience, like becoming 

exhausted after running. At that time, meditate like a strong man conserving his energy. 

 

The third, freely sustaining at will, like when a bird flies off a ship in the middle of a vast ocean, 

there is no need to worry that it will return. Likewise, no matter what conceptual ‗ups and 

downs‘ or afflictions arise, yogis whose minds rest one-pointedly in samadhi, have no need to be 

bound by them. Whatever arises, whether the eight worldly concerns or three poisons, is entirely 

captured by the antidotes when they arise. Generally, applying mindfulness and awareness that 

blocks it, make them quietly ‗stroll back‘
15

  into samadhi. Having tranquilly strolled back, 

sustain it broadly and deeply. Having done that, meditate on prolonging that.  It is necessary to 

understand the crucial point that whatever appears can go into virtuous training.  Happiness and 

suffering, desire and aversion, pleasurable and unpleasurable objects, whatever is seen, heard, 

remembered, is suitable. Whatever it is, is fine. ‗Whatever it is, however joyful, it does not 

matter‘. Then we should devote ourselves to the three of supplication, practice, and dedication 

towards genuine introspective awareness. It is necessary to firmly stick to that.  Once you have 

this awareness, there will be no need to be surrounded by instructors, teachers and discipline 

masters. No matter what negative conditions occur, it is necessary to know how to utilise them as 

an ally. Also, physical sickness and mental anguish, in brief, anything of the sensual world, one 

develops the experience that the mind itself is, by its very own nature, not inherently established. 

When that arises, one must meditate on that with energetic effort and striving. Thus, for the 

practice of Dharma, at the time of discomforts due to the eight worldly concerns, or the time of 

afflictions or conditions that opposes Dharma practice. For example, it is like the need for ‗felt‘ 

at the time of snow and rainfall. Now, merely understanding the experience that all phenomena 

are the natural face of emptiness is not the vividly clear, absolute certainty it is necessary to give 
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rise to.  Having meditated and become victorious over all phenomena then all appearances will 

arise sealed with that mudra.  

 

No matter where one goes or resides, meditate clearly on the environment as a celestial palace 

and all sentient beings as the great compassionate one. It is essential to meditate with ardent, 

longing faith.  In terms of ‗sleep yoga‘, focus on a clear blue space at your fontanelle [where the 

plates of your skull meet at the top of your head]. Rest in non-thought, and sleep. At the time of 

death, it is important to feel faith. When you are dying, you should practice whatever you first 

practiced as your yoga, so visualize noble Avalokiteśvara above your crown. Focus on a white 

sphere of light—the essence of your mind—on which the six syllables are written as if in 

vermillion. Meditate that the Bhagavan Avalokiteśvara is saying ―oṃ maṇi padme hūṃ,‖ which 

provides the necessary condition for the sphere to achieve the state of the noble one. 

 

Lineage and composition of text 

The Tsembu lineage is Noble Avalokiteśvara, Vajrayogini, Mahasiddha Tsembupa, Chilhepa,  

Tagte Dragmar, Lhatsun, Kunpangpa, Gyelwa Yeshe, Khetsun Yonten Gyamtso, Choje 

Kunkhyen Chenpo [Dolpopa], Ngagwon Kunga Pel), Ngagwon Sonam Zangpo, Kunkhyen 

Jampel Zangpo, Mahasiddha Tashi Paljor [1
st
 Sangye Nyenpa], who gave it to the great being 

who embodies the wisdom of the three times, the omniscient, glorious  Gyalwang Karmapa, 

Mikyo Dorje.  

 

The glorious guardian of existence and peace, the lord [Karmapa], commanded me to write this 

down in this manner. So, I have written it down without the slightest fault of making anything 

up. By this merit may our minds be inseparable. Mikyo Dorje himself wrote the preliminaries, 

refuge and bodhicitta and so forth. The field of accumulations, the main practice, and 

mahāmudrā, come from Thropu Gyatsa, the essence of which is based upon the mahasiddha 

Tsembupa‘s instructions. Yungja Dralwa took these notes, which were shown to Mikyo Dorje, so 

they can inspire confidence. 

 

Translated and edited by Adele Tomlin, from the original Tibetan text and guided by the oral translation of Karma 

David Chophel of a teaching from HH 17th Karmapa, Orgyen Trinley Dorje in 2017 

https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Kunpang-Tukje-Tsondru/TBRC_P858
https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Jangsem-Gyelwa-Yeshe-/P1511
https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Khetsun-Yonten-Gyatso/2790
https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Dolpopa-Sherab-Gyeltsen/2670
https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Dolpopa-Sherab-Gyeltsen/2670
https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Dolpopa-Sherab-Gyeltsen/2670
https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Nyawon-Kunga-Pel/3673
https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Sonam-Zangpo/4164
https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Jampel-Zangpo/P467
https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Jampel-Zangpo/P467
https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Jampel-Zangpo/P467
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Commentary on the ‘Instructions of the Great 

Compassionate One’ by 8
th

 Karmapa’ 

by HH 17
th

 Karmapa, Orgyen Trinley Dorje 

 

Generally, there are two kinds of preliminaries, the ordinary and special preliminaries. For the ordinary 

preliminaries, there are the four thoughts that turn the mind away from samsara —reflecting on the 

precious human rebirth, impermanence, karma‘s cause and effect, and the defects of samsara.  Since these 

are not mentioned in the words, but if one give an experiential instruction, it is necessary to meditate on 

the four thoughts that turn the mind, and the practices like stages of the path, mind-training. It is 

important to practice these four until they move and inspire our minds and experience arises in our being. 

Now, at this time, I do not have time to go through them but they are extremely important or our Dharma 

practice to be real dharma. Otherwise, if we do not have these four thoughts, subsequent practices will not 

take effect. 

 

The way Kadampa Geshes practiced the four thoughts was that they would not go on to the second 

thought on impermanence until they had a true experience of the first thought, the preciousness of a 

human body. So, even if it took their entire lives, they might spend a whole lifetime contemplating the 

precious human body. Their motivation was such that they did not consider this a problem. They made 

the aspiration they would be able to continue to practice the other three thoughts in future lives. They 

stressed that one should not move onto other practices until one has developed a true experience of the 

earlier ones. That is the tradition during the Kadampa times and shows how important they considered 

these practices. 

 

However, the 8th Karmapa, Mikyo Dorje felt that this way of practising was a bit too tight and restrictive, 

because some people might find it difficult to be able to come to an experience of the first thought (the 

preciousness of a human rebirth) and become discouraged. They might, however, be able to experience 

the second, third, or fourth one. If they are told they have to keep practicing one, practicing the first one, 

it might not be so skillful for them. If it is easier to practice the first, they should do that. In any case, one 

has to practice these thoughts until one gains a genuine experience of them.  

 

For example, one might be able to meditate and gain an experience of impermanence, the second thought, 

and the power of realizing this would help one to realize the first thought. So in the beginning, we can test 
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to see which of the four thoughts opens into experience and start there. This can be called using various 

methods, we can find one that develops experience. In any case, these are the same. The first approach 

says you have to experience one in order to experience the others. The other approach says that one can 

use various methods in order not to get discouraged. The Kadampa and 8th Karmapa‘s approaches are not 

contradictory. 

 

The four special preliminaries cover refuge and bodhicitta (with prostrations) to make the disciples into a 

suitable vessel for the Dharma; mandala offerings to gather the two accumulations; Vajrasattva to purify 

obscurations; and guru yoga to receive blessings.  

 

With these four preliminaries it is important to practice them until they arise in your beings. There are 

some who have finished the 100,000 repetitions of these four and others have not, but you can still do this 

practice of the great compassionate one. It is also permissible, if you want to combine all the practices 

into one and then make the seven-branch offering in the refuge. 

 

That concludes the common and special preliminaries. Following that, there are three different parts, the 

preparations, actual practice and conclusion related to this Avalokiteśvara practice. Generally, there is a 

division between generation and perfection stage and this would be the generation stage. 

 

 

Refuge 

When we say going for refuge, we do this first to make a distinction between that path and ordinary, 

worldly refuges and wrong paths. In terms of Lama Nyen (Tsembu) he was a siddha. So, the main point, 

is when going to refuge, we need to commit our minds one hundred percent to the gurus. If we do this, 

even if we do not recite the words we will be going for refuge. However, if we recite the words without 

that level of commitment, they will be mere dry words and they will not be able to move us to the sources 

of refuge that can actually give protection. They will not be able to protect us from the suffering of the 

lower realms. Therefore, at this section, it is essential to go for refuge from the depths of one‘s heart. 

 

 Visualize in the space in front of your crown, at a distance of about one cubit, are three moon seats on 

white, four-petalled lotuses. On the top moon seat, is white Avalokiteśvara, on the middle is red 

Avalokiteśvara and the lower one is blue Avalokiteśvara. Above each of these three discs are three 

bindus, white, red and blue that are above the respective mandala discs. These three bindus are in essence 
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the three supreme ones, but they take the form of a bindu. It is to this essence of the three supreme ones 

that one supplicates with total belief and intense devotion, until almost unconscious. 

 

Bodhicitta is taught to distinguish this path from paths of the Listeners and Solitary Realizers. For  this,  

Mikyo Dorje specifically wrote the refuge and bodhichitta for this text so the form and arrangement of the 

field of refuge and the way of generating bodhicitta is unique and different from other traditions.  

 

In the text, it says to recite the name mantras of the great compassionate one and the Karmapas. There is 

the ―Karmapa Khyenno‖, which is like the name mantra of the Karmapas and I am often asked where this 

originated. In Tibetan society, it was common to say Karmapa Khyenno (―Karmapa, know me‖) or 

Karmapa Zig (―Karmapa, see me‖). It is difficult to say when it came about but it seems that even before 

Buddhism spread in Tibet, people had the custom of invoking their many gods with ―Khyenno‖ (―Know 

me‖) or ―Zig‖ (―See me‖). When Buddhism developed in Tibet, this custom was gradually transferred 

over to the new spiritual path. 

 

We know at least, there was not a tradition of reciting ―Karmapa Khyenno‖ at the time time of the Fifth 

Karmapa, Dezhin Shekpa. The reason is that when he was in China, at the behest of the Ming Emperor, a 

compilation was made of the names and mantras of all the buddhas and bodhisattvas. Beneath the image 

of Dezhin Shekpa the name mantra was the ―Om Mani Padme Hum‖ of Avalokiteśvara and not Karmapa 

Khyenno. History relates that from this time dates the tradition of many people reciting the six-syllable 

mantra with the understanding that is was the name mantra for the 1
st
 Karmapa as Avalokiteśvara. At that 

time, Confucianism did not agree with Buddhism and tried to block the secret mantra and raised the 

complaint that the mantra Om Mani Padme Hum was not taught by the Buddha himself. In any case, at 

that time they recited the Mani mantra to unify Karmapa and Avalokiteśvara, and they did not recite 

―Karmapa Khyenno‖. 

 

Mikyo Dorje probably wrote this section as well since the colophon at the end states that he wrote ―the 

refuge, bodhicitta, and so forth.‖ This passage was probably included within the ―so forth.‖ This is a 

different visualization and if we practice it will be mentally beneficial.  

 

Generation Stage  

At this time of the main practice, this is the generation stage.  In the generation phase of the four tantras, 

one meditates on the deity of the four classes of tantra you have an interest. Here it is Avalokiteśvara. We 
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find a suitable, quiet place, create a comfortable seat, and sit down relaxed with our legs crossed. Resting 

in equipoise.  

 

There are many ways to create the visualization—the three stages of the ritual, the three vajra points of 

meditation on the body and so forth—here, it is the sequence of five stages of enlightenment. While aware 

of our ordinary body, we visualise our chest and see our heart as empty in its centre. This represents the 

first of the five stages, enlightenment through emptiness. However, this is not just thinking that our heart 

is empty; this is a symbol, we should also recall suchness, the nature of all things. 

 

In the middle of this empty heart of suchness, a lotus on a stem arises from the syllable PAM, and on top 

of it, a full moon disc arises from the syllable AH. This two-stage visualization of the seat is the second of 

the five stages, enlightenment through the sun and moon seat. The lotus represents the wish for 

enlightenment and the moon, relative bodhicitta. For the practice to be effective, we should recall the 

meaning of the lotus and moon, or recollect the purity. If we just visualize a lotus and moon, it is not that 

beneficial for our minds. 

 

In the middle of the lotus and moon is the white syllable HRIH, which symbolizes the life force and mind 

of Avalokiteśvara. This stage is the third, enlightenment through the syllable or speech or through the 

seed. This syllable symbolizes the life force and mind of Avalokiteśvara. The white HRIH radiates multi-

colored lights in all directions, and they purify every misdeed and obscuration accumulated in our lives 

from time immemorial. The light fills our body (or our five aggregates) and it transforms into a white 

lotus on a stem. This represents the fourth stage, enlightenment through the mind mudra, the emblem. 

 

The lotus and stem then completely transform into Avalokiteśvara with one face and four arms. The main 

two hands are joined together in prayer at his heart; the lower right holds a white crystal mala, and the 

lower left, a white lotus. He is adorned with a variety of ornaments and wears upper and lower garments 

made of silk. Seated in the vajra posture on the lotus and moon disc. His color is white, not a dull white, 

but a brilliant and radiant white, like a snow mountain struck by sunlight.  

 

Avalokiteśvara is smiling and his eyes are filled with compassion. As with peaceful deities, his eyes are 

long and shaped like a bow; they are neither wide open nor closed, but half open and emanating great 

compassion. Whereas the eyes of fierce deities are wide open, bulging and round. 
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One could go into the many details of Avalokiteśvara‘s appearance, the crown and upper arm ornaments, 

and so forth, but actually painters drawing images of the deity need these, but they are not so useful for 

meditators. What is important is to know what they tell us about Avalokiteśvara and, recalling who he is, 

experiencing our feelings for him. For example, if we call to mind someone we love, their image will 

appear in our mind along with our feelings for them. We do not think too much about the details, what 

clothes they are wearing, the pattern on their shirt, and so forth. If our mind gets caught up in these small 

things, it will impede the experience of the feeling, and this is the most important thing—feeling very 

close to Avalokiteśvara. 

 

Up to now, we have visualized a white lotus flower, which transforms into Avalokiteśvara who is the size 

of our own body. His three places are marked with OM AH HUM, and in his heart is the wisdom being, 

an inch in height, in whose heart is a white letter HRIH with visargah (two stacked spheres following it). 

The HRIH radiates lights, which strike the whole universe, turning it into a pure celestial palace and it 

also touches all its inhabitants, so that their bodies turn into numerous Avalokiteśvaras. This is the fifth 

branch, enlightenment through perfection of the body. 

 

Lama Nyan (Tsembupa) explained that the purpose of purifying the world (vessel) into a celestial palace 

and its inhabitants (contents) into Avalokiteśvara is to train our mind in pure vision or pure perception. 

This will not actually happen now, but purifying the world by seeing it as a palace creates the connection 

to be born in an utterly pure land in the future. Purifying by perceiving whomever we are with, wherever 

we are as the yidam deity creates the connection for them to become our disciples in the future. 

 

The white letter HRIH in the wisdom being‘s heart radiates brilliant lights to the Potala Mountain (the 

pure land of Avalokiteśvara) and invites him primarily and also all the buddhas and bodhisattvas of the 

ten directions. They all come and dissolve into the samaya being, and the samaya being and the wisdom 

beings become inseparable. 

 

Lama Nyen (Tsembupa) teaches that the purpose of this visualization is that by meditating on one deity, 

all deities are accomplished. It is important to realize one deity as all of them at once because if we do 

not, then in one session we would practice Avalokiteśvara and his mantra, and then in another, Hayagriva 

and his mantra and think they are different and not the same. Doing that would be like picking and 

choosing deities and leaving out other deities and so on. Practicing like this we would not have enough 

time to meditate on all the deities. Further, Lama Nyan explains, this type of practice would not become 

clear or profound; so the realization that makes one a true master would not arise. Thus, we need to unify 
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all the yidam deities into one. Therefore, we meditate on one yidam deity and invite all of them to 

dissolve into this one. For example, we see ourselves as Avalokiteśvara and meditate upon him not just as 

a single deity, but as embodying all the buddhas and bodhisattvas, who all dissolve into him as 

Avalokiteśvara. Meditating in this way is very important and is said to be a core instruction that can make 

all our virtues vast and continuous. This describes the invitation of the wisdom deity to dissolve into the 

samaya beings.  

 

Then, visualise the HRIH in the wisdom being‘s heart, inviting all the empowerment deities. The 

Buddhas of the five families and their retinues, who come and bestow the empowerment. Imagine that 

you receive the four empowerments. Here, when we are taking the empowerment from the Buddhas, we 

are taking it from our own gurus. We imagine that these are our own gurus. Usually the five Buddhas are 

invited from the pure land of Akanishtha, but here in Tsembupa‘s tradition (and in particular in the 

instruction manual from the 5th Zhamar Rinpoche), if the lama is alive, we imagine them coming from 

wherever our guru might be; if they have passed away, they come from the pure realms, such as 

Akanishtha. In sum, in receiving these empowerments, the five Buddhas represent the form of the deity 

whose essential nature is the guru. In essence they are your glorious guru, in aspect they are the deity. 

 

Similarly, after the five bestow the empowerment with water from vases in their hands, this water fills 

your entire body and overflows crowning your head with the form Amitabha, who is in essence your 

glorious guru. 

 

Here Lama Nyan Tsembupa comments that one practitioner can have connections with many different 

lamas and, to put it colloquially, some of them are our favorites or most devoted to, and for others, we do 

not have as much devotion. We can imagine the central lama to be the one for whom we feel the most 

devotion, and then imagine that those who feel the farthest away, dissolve into the ones whom we feel 

closer to, and finally these dissolve into the main lama, who then embodies them all. It is important to 

think they become inseparable. It is also important to meditate on all one‘s teachers as inseparable, 

thinking that all the other teachers are the same in essence as the one to whom we have most devotion.  

 

If we do not do this, then we are picking and choosing among our teachers and will not be able to develop 

pure perception and realization. It is important to have pure perception.  We have many teachers from 

whom we have received Dharma. We might think ‗Oh this one I like, and this one not so much and put 

them to one side‘ If we do that is not the proper way to do the practice and makes for negative inter 

connections, and if we have a mistaken connection of faith and samaya to any one lama, it will affect our 
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ability to make a connection with any other teachers. It is important to have faith and pure perception for 

all our teachers. However, we are all human and being human, we will have greater feelings and 

preferences for one teacher and no so much for another. What we should think is the essence of the guru 

is the one whom we have the greatest devotion and make the other teachers part of that essence. In any 

case, we should not think of our guru as one discrete individual, instead we should imagine that our guru 

contains all of the teachers we have a connection with. They are in essence the same and the main guru 

contains all the others. We need to have faith and devotion to them in this way. 

 

Mantra recitation  

Then, visualize that from the HRIH in the heart of the wisdom being within us, lights radiate and strike all 

living beings, turning them into Avalokitsehvara.. In some manuals, it is said that the HRIH is surrounded 

by the six syllable MANI mantra, and as this is not in the 8th Karmapa‘s commentary, it is fine not to 

visualize it but it is all right to visualize like that too.  

 

First, visualize that you recite the mantra, Om Mani Padme Hum, and the power of our reciting the mantra 

moves Amitabha on our crown, whose nature is the embodiment of all the teachers, to recite the mantra. 

Also, all living beings who have been transformed into Avalokiteśvara recite the mantra in a huge 

symphony of sound.   

 

Some manuals say that we can imagine, that all the bacteria and microorganisms within our body 

transform into Avalokiteśvara and during the recitation, they also recite the mantra. It is not specifically 

mentioned in the 8
th

 Karmapa‘s text but it is fine to do it, or not do it. It is not that easy to do it.  

Primarily, if we can visualize like this (a stable clear visualization helps) then it will work well.  Lama 

Nyan explained that this is the purpose of visualizing ourselves, so that the number of mantras become 

uncountable. It is not just ourselves reciting it, but also the guru in the form of Amitabha and numberless 

sentient beings reciting the mantra. The purpose is so that we recite innumerable mantras. 

 

Mikyo Dorje continues in the text to say that we should meditate on the principal deity as emptiness 

without any reference point. This means visualizing that all forms become the union of appearance and 

emptiness like a reflection; all sounds become the union of sound and emptiness like an echo; and all 

movement of the mind becomes the union of clarity and emptiness, like a mirror‘s reflection. Resting in 

emptiness like this at the end of the practice is very important.  
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We could also combine the practice of emptiness with the fourfold emptiness from the Heart Sutra: ―Form 

is emptiness; emptiness is form; emptiness is none other than form; and form is none other than empty.‖ 

This original version would be the first of the three unions with emptiness described just above. Then the 

fourfold emptiness is applied to sound—―sound is none other than emptiness, and so forth‖—and finally 

to the mind‘s thoughts and perceptions. When we contemplate that all forms are the union of clarity and 

emptiness, if we combine that with the meditation of four-fold emptiness then it is like saying ‗form is 

empty, emptiness is form, form is not other than emptiness‘. The fourfold emptinesses are explained in 

greater length in the next set of instructions, the three essential points. 

 

Although it is not in the 8th Karmapa‘s commentary, afterwards we should recite the 100-syllable mantra 

to purify any omissions or additions to the practice and dedicate the merit. This concludes an explanation 

of a complete version of the generation stage practice. 

 

Perfection Stage 

Next comes the perfection stage and in other manuals, after the dissolution phase, the practice of the 

channels and winds is mentioned; here, however, Mikyo Dorje explains completion in terms of practicing 

mahāmudrā (the Great Seal).  Usually the texts speak of three kinds of mahāmudrā: sūtra tradition 

mahāmudrā, tantra tradition mahāmudrā, and essential tradition mahāmudrā. For our discussion, the first 

two suffice, and in Mikyo Dorje‘s text, sūtra mahāmudrā is emphasized. One could say that most of the 

mahāmudrā manuals teach sūtra tradition mahāmudrā; whose essence is the paramitas which are in accord 

with the tantra tradition. 

 

Six Yogas of the Flowing River 

There are the Six Yogas of a Flowing River (chu bo rgyun gyi rnal ‗byor), which relate to practices that 

should be done continually between meditation sessions: the yoga of eating, of clothing, of residing, and 

of sleep, these four yogas are the yogas one does in the breaks between sessions and one needs to practice 

them continually. Then, there are the yogas for phowa (transference) and bardo.  These are Six Yogas of a 

Flowing River. The meaning of the term ‗river current‘ is that we need to practice them continually, like 

the current of a river flows continually. Here in Mikyo Dorje‘s text, all six of these yogas are not clearly 

present.   

 

Mahāmudrā 

Here, in discussing the yogas of the perfection stage it is emphasizing the practice of mahāmudrā, and 

these teachings are usually not given right away. First, it is necessary to have completed the preliminary 
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practices, which make one a suitable vessel for the Dharma.  There are two main types of mahāmudrā, 

sūtra tradition and tantra tradition and scholars debate what the difference is between them is, or if there is 

a difference at all. There are some that say, that in terms of the essence mahāmudrā, there is no difference 

between the two. So, there are various explanations of how it is. As it is generally known, when the Lord 

Gampopa taught mahāmudrā he primarily taught the sūtra mahāmudrā based on the Samadhiraja Sutra 

(King of Samadhi Sutra). Later when Karmapa, Mikyö Dorje spoke about mahāmudrā, he said that 

primarily most mahāmudrā instruction comes from the sutra tradition and explains that this tradition is the 

same as the unelaborated, great Middle Way taught in the Chariot of the Kagyu Mahasiddhas (Mikyo 

Dorje‘s commentary on Chandrakirti‘s Entering the Middle Way). He said these two things are the same 

and synonymous in meaning. Therefore, to practice mahāmudrā it is not necessary to have an 

empowerment before the practice because it is in the Sūtra tradition. If on the other hand, one is practicing 

mantra mahāmudrā, then it does need to be preceded by an empowerment. For that reason, in terms of the 

mahāmudrā we practice it is most likely in the Sūtra tradition.  

 

Three Focuses 

When meditating we should leave three unaltered, the body, speech and mind.  In terms of an unaltered 

body, this usually means our body sits in the seven-point posture of Vairochana. In terms of unaltered 

speech, this means you expel the stale breath with three breaths each through the right nostril, the left 

nostril, and both together, after which we just let them be. In terms of unaltered mind, this means letting 

the mind be, not following thoughts of the past and future, isolating oneself from thoughts of the past, 

present or future. It does not chase after thoughts from the past, does not summon thoughts of the future, 

or does not engage thoughts of the present. We simply abide in equipoise, letting the mind be. 

 

1) Abiding undistracted 

As for the three examples, the first is to abide undistractedly as a sword-swirling warrior entering battle. 

The great Indian Siddha, Saraha
16

 stated that ‗When practicing mahāmudrā, we are not meditating and not 

not meditating. We are resting, one-pointed and relaxed.‘ So, we rest without meditating, this means we 

meditate without mental fabrication, such as thinking ―I‘m meditating on this.‖ However, not having 

anything on which to meditate is not the same as not meditating at all, while just remaining our typical 

selves. That is not meditation either. We need to post the sentry of mindfulness, so that one is not 

distracted even for an instant. On the one hand, there is nothing special going on (we are not meditating 

on a particular thought), and on the other hand, we are resting without distraction, with the sentry of 

mindfulness. In brief, we are abiding one-pointedly, without distraction, in a relaxed way. 
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Mindfulness of being undistracted means that whatever thought arises we recognize it and whatever 

situation occurs we understand and know what is. It does not mean not meditating or being sunk in a 

blank state and unknowing. Rather our minds our brilliantly clear, vivid, and aware. When we are in that 

state, whatever movement of thought happen, we recognize and know it and rest in that ‗knowing‘ one-

pointedly. For example, if a thought of anger or aversion arises, mindfulness catches it and understands 

what it is. We don‘t really need to think about this angry thought, ‗is this something I need to accept or 

reject?‘   Or feel uncomfortable and think, ―Oh I need to block this angry thought and send it away.‖ 

Rather, we can look directly at it and rest one-pointedly on the thought of anger that is present, and 

naturally its power will decrease. It is like the anger becomes ashamed and gradually disappears. So it is 

like that with all the afflictions, they are all misapprehensions. If we look at them directly, it is as if they 

become embarrassed and naturally go away. That is what this instruction in the text means here. 

 

2) Remaining uncontrived 

As for the second stage [of mahāmudrā] of remaining without contrivance, like an elephant herder, this is 

mainly about not having the hope that we will not be distracted, or the worry that we will become 

distracted. Instead we relax in equipoise.  Our mind should not be too tight and not too loose—it is 

perfectly taut. Whatever thought occurs, it is necessary to recognize the conceptual thought and rest 

within it.  The text illustrates this through the example of a hunting dog whose energy is spent by 

tenaciously chasing after a deer. We don‘t need to chase after that thought and get it. There is no necessity 

to follow it so insistently. Instead one simply needs to relax, without adjustment. Once in that state, one 

tries to prolong this state without altering it. Then, as it says in the text: ‗meditate like a strongman 

conserving his energy.‘  

 

If a man is big and strong and another man is small and weaker, the weaker one must use all his strength 

to fight him. Like in a wrestling match, where two people are trying to beat the other and throw them to 

the ground, the weaker one will have to use all their strength to throw the other to the ground. If they 

don‘t use their energy they will lose. The stronger one will not have to use all his power, it is easy for 

him, he needs just enough to do the job. Similarly, to prolong the flow of meditation, we do not need to 

use too much power. Simply recognizing the thoughts naturally gives us control over them. Like the 

strongman, he naturally has control and power and it lasts a long time. However, the weaker wrestler 

exhausts all their strength at the beginning and it soon dissipates, which is what happens when we run 

after our thoughts. So, when a thought arises, simply recognize it and rest in equipoise clearly and 

naturally. There is no need to chase after it and think ‗I will recognize and catch it‘. 
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3) Freely sustaining at will 

The third example is freely sustaining at will, like a bird flying off a ship. This is like the example given 

by the great siddha Saraha: ‗Just as a bird will fly off a ship and circle and circle again‘. Here, the 

example is if there is a big boat is in the middle of a vast ocean and the bird takes off in flight, since the 

only place it can land is on the boat, it has to return there. Like the bird, whenever our mind takes off into 

a stream of thoughts, the only place where it can return is the practitioner‘s mind resting in samādhi. As 

previously explained, if the mind abides one-pointedly in samādhi and can relax right within it, then 

whatever thought arises, there is no hope or fear that it will bind them or drag them off. Therefore, 

whatever arises, be it the eight worldly concerns or the three poisons. Whatever occurs, it is captured 

immediately through recognition, and through mindfulness and awareness. By doing so, this becomes 

their samādhi. 

 

The mahāmudrā tradition also explains three ways of abiding (or resting): 

1) resting right within abiding,  

2) resting right within motion, and  

3) resting right within awareness or emptiness.  

Sometimes we rest one-pointedly without distraction and that is resting in the mind abiding. Sometimes, 

there are thoughts that arise, and one rests on the thought. Sometimes there is the object, such as seeing 

the empty nature, you rest right on that nature.  Then, if you don‘t have any great hope that you have to 

keep your focus on that previous one, you don‘t think I need to go back to the old one, you can change it, 

as long as you can maintain your mindful awareness. 

 

The main point is the importance of sustaining mindfulness and awareness: if we focus on a thought, for 

example, it will change when a new one appears. When we are not able to continue meditating on the old 

thought, we become somewhat uncomfortable since we cannot remain within the focus. However, what is 

most important is not the object of focus, which can change, but maintaining the continuum of 

mindfulness and awareness. That is a brief teaching on shamatha or calm abiding meditation and there is 

nothing specific in Mikyo Dorje‘s commentary on vipashyana or insight meditation, so I will not speak 

about them now. 

 

After completing the perfection stage practice, conclude with the dedication and aspiration. As I 

explained before, first you begin with the generation stage and then, when that is stable, one can do the 

perfection stage practice. Whatever stage you are doing, generation or perfection, you begin with refuge 
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and bodhicitta. Conclude with dedication and aspiration prayers. Between sessions practice the Six Yogas 

of a Flowing River. 

 

The Six Yogas of a Flowing River 

The first of these six yogas, is the yoga of eating or food, during which we visualize ourselves as 

Avalokiteśvara and our guru above our crown. Imagine the food becomes divine amrita and bless it with 

OH AH HUM. Also visualize as the deity, all living beings in the universe as well as all the parasites and 

microbes in your body. Imagine that you offer them the food and the amrita nectar; that they receive the 

amrita and are delighted. Lama Nyan Tsembu remarked that before hearing this instruction, there is no 

difference between ourselves and animals eating grass, but after getting such instructions, then merely 

eating can have the purpose of perfecting the two kāyas. So here, he is teaching us the purpose of this 

meditation. 

 

In particular, it is especially important for the Sangha because we have the tradition of always making and 

offering our tea and food (known as kor, or offerings to the Sangha). Great past masters say that we do 

this to avoid getting the obscurations associated with eating the kor. First one imagines, making and 

offering to the lamas and the Three Jewels, and by doing this it will purify the obscurations. 

 

We use this Tibetan word, kor (dkor) frequently, and normally it means wealth or resources. Here, it 

means the materials that the sangha enjoy, remembering that these offerings were given by sponsors who 

have great faith in the sangha. If the sponsors don‘t have something to believe in, there is the danger of 

that happening. That is the great sin of not recognizing and remembering their offerings and faith. It is 

said that if you are someone who has discipline or liberation then you can use the offerings. Otherwise, if 

you use them then you will accumulate a karmic debt and that will bring obscurations to liberation. It is 

normally difficult to attain liberation; one has to have attained realizations in one‘s being. However, if 

you keep discipline, even only one of the vows, then you accept and use the offerings to the sangha, it is 

OK and not so bad. This is why we recite the tea and food offerings, to avoid the obscurations of taking 

them. We may not have the power to avoid this ourselves, but if we offer them to the lamas and the three 

jewels, this is a sign that we have great faith and confidence in karmic cause and effect. Thinking that we 

have no time and enjoying the offerings immediately is not the right way.  

 

The second yoga is practicing the yoga of clothing, especially when the clothes are new. When you put on 

the clothing, imagine that it is celestial clothing; seeing yourself and all sentient beings as the deity, bless 

it with OM AH HUM and offer it.  
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Next is the yoga of the dwelling place, wherever you are staying, your own or someone else‘s home, 

inside or outside a dwelling, see it as an infinite palace and offer it to the gurus and deities, thus making it 

part of the two accumulations.  

 

The fourth in the text, is the yoga of sleep. The 5
th

 Zhamar Rinpoche, Konchog Yenlag
17

, explains the Six 

Yogas a bit differently, including circumambulation as one of them. Wherever one goes, one can 

transform it by imagining that on our right is Avalokiteśvara, a deity‘s palace, or a stupa with the deity 

and retinue. Each step we take is equivalent to circumambulation, so we do not need to journey to a stupa 

or temple. Going about one‘s everyday activities becomes circumambulation.  

 

The fifth is according to Zhamar Rinpoche is the practice of the yoga of sleep. There are generally two 

ways of doing this. First, as described before, we visualize ourselves as the yidam deity, and above our 

crown is our teacher who embodies all the gurus. The wisdom being in our heart, who is a finger length 

tall, radiates light upwards through the central channel, which links the figures in our heart and at our 

crown. The light from the wisdom being strikes the guru above our crown who dwindles in size to one 

inch and passes down along the central channel to reside as the lord of the family above the head of the 

wisdom being. Imagine that and then try not to have other thoughts than these, and relaxing into 

emptiness, fall asleep.  We can do this practice at the end of a workday when there is nothing left to do. 

We sit on our bed, create the visualization, and at the end, let our mind be spacious and relaxed. In this 

way, we lie down and fall asleep. It‘s a bit strange if you try and do this practice lying down as 

Avalokiteśvara is sitting in the meditation posture and you are lying down it is not so good. 

 

The other way is when you are falling asleep, focus on a clear blue space at the fontanelle and focus on 

that above the crown of your head. Then, without any thoughts or things to do, focus on the space and rest 

in non-thought and meditate on emptiness. If you lie down and meditate in this way it is fine. By focusing 

on that, thoughts dissipate and the mind feels weightless. Rest in non-thought, meditate a little on 

emptiness, and then lie down to sleep. 

 

Lama Tsembu remarks here that the sleeping half of our lives we spend pointlessly like animals. After 

receiving this instruction, we can use sleep as part of our spiritual training. It is often said, that if we fall 

asleep with a virtuous thought in mind, our sleep would also become virtuous. If sleep is infected with a 

non-virtuous thought then it becomes non-virtuous. Once we have these instructions and we practice 

them, then half of our life becomes spiritual training. 
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The next yoga, according to the 6
th

 Shamar Rinpoche, after the yoga of sleep, there is phowa at the time 

of death and the bardo. The yoga of phowa is quite long and there are many visualizations, so I will not 

explain that here. In any case, if you do the practices I have described well that is sufficient. 

 

 

The Tsembu lineage is Noble Avalokiteśvara, Vajrayogini, Mahasiddha Tsembupa, Chilhepa,  Tagte 

Dragmar (stag ste brag dmar ba)
18

, Lhatsun (lha btsun dgon gsar ba), Kunpangpa (1243-1313, kun spangs 

pa), Gyalwa Yeshe (1247-1320, rgyal ba ye shes),  Khetsun Yonten Gyamtso (1260-1327, mkhas btsun 

yon tan rgya mtsho), Choje Kunkhyen Chenpo [Dolpopa]  (1292-1361, chos rje kun mkhyen chen po), 

Ngagwon Kunga Pel (1285-1379, bsnyags dpon kun dga‘ dpal), Ngagwon Sonam Zangpo (1341-1433, 

bsnyags dbon bsod nams bzang po), Kunkhyen Jampel Zangpo (kun mkhyen ‗jam dpal bzang po), 

Mahasiddha Tashi Paljor (grub chen bkra shis dpal ‗byor) [1
st
 Sangye Nyenpa]. Who gave it to the great 

being who embodies the wisdom of the three times, the omniscient, glorious  Gyalwang Karmapa, Mikyo 

Dorje. The glorious guardian of existence and peace, the lord, commanded me to write this down in this 

manner. So, I have written it down without the slightest fault of making anything up, by this merit may 

our minds be inseparable. Mikyo Dorje himself wrote the preliminaries, refuge and bodhicitta and so 

forth. The field of accumulations, the main practice, and mahāmudrā, come from Thropu Gyatsa (khro 

phu brgya rtsa) the essence of which is based upon the mahasiddha Tsembupa‘s instructions. Yungja 

Dralwa took these notes, which were shown to Mikyo Dorje, so they can inspire confidence. 

 

There is a story that when Tsembu taught these pith instructions, they asked him: ‗what is the lineage of 

these instructions?‘ When they asked him, Tsembu scolded them a bit. He said, you‘re only asking about 

the lineage because you want to teach that. So that when you teach something, if you can say this is the 

lineage, it looks good, doesn‘t it?‘ Lama Tsembupa explained: ‗my Dharma is not Dharma for teachings, 

my Dharma is Dharma for practicing. This Dharma is what you need to practice.‘  

 

Here, I am teaching this practice when I cannot practice it myself, so that is why I am going thorugh the 

lineage. I have already explained the lineage from Tsembu to Vajrayogini. Chilhapa was one of the main 

six disciples who received the instructions. As for Tagte Dragmarwa, Tagte is the name of a region, Drag 

Mar is the name of the monastery, he was the khenpo of that monastery and his name is Jangchub 

Tsultrim. Lhatsun is the name and Gonsar is a monastery, this is probably a khenpo of that monastery. 

Kunpangpa, Zhang is the name of his clan, he is responsible for spreading these instructions very widely, 

and these are among the four great instructions of the Jonang. Jangsem Gyalwa Yeshe is a very important 

https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Kunpang-Tukje-Tsondru/TBRC_P858
https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Jangsem-Gyelwa-Yeshe-/P1511
https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Khetsun-Yonten-Gyatso/2790
https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Dolpopa-Sherab-Gyeltsen/2670
https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Nyawon-Kunga-Pel/3673
https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Sonam-Zangpo/4164
https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Jampel-Zangpo/P467
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figure in the Jonang tradition. He was originally an attendant of the 2
nd

 Karmapa, Karma Pakshi. The 

others are Jonang lamas.  Jampel Zangpo was the one of the two primary gurus of the 7
th
 Karmapa, 

Chodrag Gyatso and for that reason, he is included in the actual lineage of the Karma Kamtsang.  

 

Here in this 20
th
 Kagyu Goncho we have invited one of the Jonang Khenpos so to be able to teach the 

Dharma that has passed down from the great Jonang Kunkhyenpa [Dolpopa] is a great auspicious 

connection. This completes the direct instructions on the great compassionate one of Tsembupa. It says 

‗direct instruction‘ but normally that means very clear, and I have not explained it clearly, but in any case, 

that is the direct instruction. 

 

Transcribed by Adele Tomlin, based on the oral translation by Karma David Chophel (2017). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
1phags pa spyan ras gzigs dbang thugs rje chen po'i dmar khrid/. In the Collected Works of Mikyo Dorje gsung 

'bum/_mi bskyod rdo rje. TBRC W8039. 19: 529 - 540. [lha sa]: [s.n.], [2004]. 

2https://dakinitranslations.com/2020/10/12/vajrayoginis-instructions-on-great-compassionate-avalokitesvara-

tsembupas-lineage/ 

3 https://kagyuoffice.org/video/100-short-instructions-of-mikyo-dorje/ 

4 The 17th Karmapa does not specifically state what this text is called but I have located a text by 5th Zharmapa 

called, Instructions on the Tsembu Tradition of the Great Compassionate One (thugs chen spyan ras gzigs kyi smar 

khrid tshem bu lugs) in his Miscellaneous Writings (gsung thor bu/_dkon mchog yan lag) that includes writings on 

Mahamudra, several commentaries on works by Karmapa 03, and numerous liturgical writings. I may translate this 

in the near future. dkon mchog yan lag. "thugs chen spyan ras gzigs kyi smar khrid tshem bu lugs." In gsung thor 

bu/_dkon mchog yan lag. TBRC W23927. 1: 159 - 184. gangtok: dzongsar khyentse labrang, 1974. 

5 These names were not written in the English published summary of 17th Karmapa‘s teachings on the text but they 

are in the 8th Karmapa text. 

6 The Second Throne Holder of Jonang monaster, Jangsem Gyelwa Yeshe (byang sem rgyal ba ye shes) was born in 

1247 in Dokham (mdo khams). As a child he was a monk among the followers of the second Karmapa, Karma 

Pakshi (karma pa 02 karma pak shi, 1204-1283). According to his biography: ―Karma Pakshi was a fierce man, and 

Gyelwa Yeshe was said to have been very frightened of him. According to legend, Gyelwa Yeshe was once out 

gathering firewood and suddenly ran into Karma Pakshi alone in the middle of the forest. Gyelwa Yeshe was 
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terrified and fled, but the Karmapa called him back, telling him that if he fled from his master now he would do so in 

the intermediate state between lives.‖ See: https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Jangsem-Gyelwa-Yeshe-

/P1511 

7 https://www.tbrc.org/#!rid=P10159  teacher from the zhu lineage; one of the students of sa chen kun dga' snying po 

8  Kunpangpa (kun spangs thugs rje brtson 'grus) was one of the main Jonang masters and founders of the ‗Dro 

Kālacakra tradition and compiled the seventeen lineage of Kālacakra for reference. 

https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Kunpang-Tukje-Tsondru/TBRC_P858. See also my translation and 

article about him and the seventeen lineages at https://dakinitranslations.com/kalacakra-2/the-seventeen-lineages-of-

the-six-vajra-yogas-by-jetsun-taranatha/. 

9 Yonten Gyatso was a major Jonang master in the ‗Dro Kālacakra tradition. See: 

https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Khetsun-Yonten-Gyatso/2790. 

10 From the age of seventeen, Sonam Zangpo served as Dolpopa Sherab Gyeltsen's (dol po pa shes rab rgyal mtshan, 

1292-1361) close attendant and practiced the teachings he received from him. He became the teacher of many of the 

great masters of the fifteenth century, such as the Sakya master Rongton Sheja Kunrik (rong ston shes bya kun rig, 

1369-1449) and the Sixth Karmapa, Thongwa Donden (karma pa 06 mthong ba don ldan, 1416-1453). He was 

honored by the Pakmodru ruler of Tibet, Drakpa Gyeltsen (dbang grags pa rgyal mtshan, d.u.), and eulogized as the 

finest yogin in Tibet by the Indian paṇḍita Varnaratna. At the age of ninty-two he taught the great Vimalaprabhā 

commentary on the Kālacakra Tantra. See: https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Sonam-Zangpo/4164 

11 Jampel Zangpo was a 15th Century Karma Kagyu master, and was the teacher of the 1st Gyaltsab Rinpoche and the 

7th Karmapa. He received teachings from Rongton Sheja Kunrik (rong ston shes bya kun rig, 1367-1449) and 

Lhapuwa (lha phu ba, d.u.). Je Donden Zhab (rje don ldan zhabs, d.u.) gave him teachings on the Naro Chodruk (na 

ro chos brug) over a period of four years. Jampel Zangpo was also a close disciple of Thongwa Donden, the Sixth 

Karmapa (karma pa 06 mthong ba don ldan, 1416-1453). See https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Jampel-

Zangpo/P467 

12 For example, there is a text by the renowned Jonang master, Tāranātha in his Collected Works, called Instructions 

on the Tsembu Tradition (smar khrid tshem bu lugs , tA ra nA tha; gsung 'bum/_tA ra nA tha/ (rtag brtan phun 

tshogs gling gi par ma/); W22277. c. namgyal & tsewang taru, leh. 1982-1987. Block Print.) 

13 The text does not mention a blue bindu here, so it is difficult to know if this is a deliberate omission or not. 

14 phyag mtshan las byang chub pa. 

15 Here 8th Karmapa uses the Tibetan chams chams ‘gro ba, which has the sense of wandering or strolling. 

16 Saraha, Sarahapa, Sarahapāda, or in the Tibetan language The Arrow Shooter, (circa 8th century CE) was known 

as the first sahajiya and one of the Mahasiddhas. The name Saraha means "the one who has shot the arrow." Saraha 

was originally known as Rāhula or Rāhulbhadra and was born in Roli, a region of the city-state of Rajni in eastern 

India, into a Shakya family and studied at the Buddhist monastic university Nalanda. 

17
 5

th
 Zhamar Konchog Yenlak (1526–1583) was identified by the 8th Karmapa. He also recognized and became the 

Lama of the 9th Karmapa. 

https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Kunpang-Tukje-Tsondru/TBRC_P858
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sahaja
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mahasiddha
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nalanda
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18 https://www.tbrc.org/#!rid=P10159 This is possibly a teacher from the zhu lineage; one of the students of sa chen 

kun dga' snying po. 


